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THERE is a body of literature suggesting that temporal factors are of importance in the 
processing of color information by the visual system. Perhaps most striking, and likewise 
most difficult to understand in physiological terms, are the illusions of color elicited by 
flickering achromatic stimuli such as in the well-known Benham’s top illusion. More 
directly, there is evidence that the temporal integrating properties of the three cone systems 
of trichromatic color vision are different. IKEDA and BOYNTON (1962) have shown that the 
spectral sensitivity of the eye depends on flash duration, and KELLY (1962) has similarly 
demonstrated that frequency of flicker is an important variable in determining the photopic 
spectral sensitivity of the eye. DE LANGE (1958) reported that when ,red and green stimuli 
are sinusoidally alternated in exact antiphase, the eye detects a residual brightness flicker 
that cannot be eliminated by varying the relative intensities of the stimuli. However, 
if both the relative proportions of the two lights in the mixture and the phase relations 
between them are varied, this residual flicker can then be eliminated. It has been suggested 
by WALRA~EN and LEEBFZK (1964) that these findings reflect frequency-dependent differences 
in the attenuation and phase characteristics of the color-mediating systems. 

Using techniques developed by STILES (1939, 1949) wherein a test stimulus, that chiefly 
stimulates one class of cone, is superimposed on a background which favors the other two, 
it is possible to arrange matters so that the test stimulus excites only a single cone 
mechanism. The two-color incremental threshold approach and various modifications, in 
which the dark light of bleached pigment is substituted for a real light background, have 
been used to determine the spectral sensitivities (Snrss, 1939,1949; BRINDLEY, 1953; WALD, 

1964), dark adaptation properties (Du CROZ and RUSHTON, 1965), spatial integrating 
properties (BRINDLEY, 1954; GREEN, 1968) and after-flash interactions (ALPERX and 
RUSHTON, 1965) of the separate red, green, and blue mechanisms of color vision. Recently, 
using on-off blue flicker superimposed on a yellow background, BRINDLEY, Du CROZ and 
RUSHTON (1965) have shown that the blue cone mechanisms have a greatly depressed 
critical flicker fusion frequency. The experiments presented here were designed to extend 
these observations by measuring the flicker thresholds for sinusoidally modulated red, 
green, and blue stimuli superimposed on bright backgrounds of a complementary color. 
The object of these experiments was the determination of the temporal frequency response 
curves, the so-called de Lange characteristics, of the separate cone mechanisms. 

1 This work was assisted by National Institutes of Health USPHS Grant NElO7579. 
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The intensity variations as a function of time for a 
average intensity 1, can be expressed as : 

I(t) = I, (1 f nz sin 2$!) 

sinusoidally modulated light of 

(1) 

where m is the depth of modulation and f is the flicker frequency. In general, when a 
sinusoidally flickering light of modulation m is superimposed on a background of the same 
or of a different color, the effective modulation of the composite target is less than m. 

Consider, for example, a photoreceptor with a spectral absorption curve p(h). If this 
photoreceptor is illuminated with a combination of a sinusoidally flickering light of wave- 
length At and it-radiance El and a background of wavelength A2 and u-radiance E2, the 
temporal variation in the number of quanta absorbed by the photoreceptor is given by 
the relationship: 

or 
U(t) = El p(hl) (1 fm sin 2$f)+Ez p(&) 

(2) 
m Et P(&) 

= (EI P(J+)+-& p(h2)) (1 i-- . sin 2zf). 

El dWfE2 dA2) 

It follows that when a flickering light of one color is superimposed on a background of 
another color the temporal variations in absorbed flux will be differently modulated 
in receptors with different absorption spectra. In the case of human color vision, which we 
have good reason for believing is mediated by three kinds of cone with each cone containing 
the same visual pigment (MARKS, DOBELLE and MACNICHOL, 1964), the above observation 
provides the basis for designing an experiment in which a flickering stimulus is detected 
by only a single kind of cone. 

In contrast to the experiments to be reported here, where a small, centrally fixated test 
stimulus is added to a much larger adapting field, KELLY (1962) has measured the sinusoidal 
frequency response of the visual system using a large “edgeless” field with the color of the 
flickering component different from that of the steady component. In the light of the 
nonuniformities in the distribution of receptor types over the retina, it is perhaps not 
surprising that his results show great complexity. It has not been possible to relate his 
findings to the present results obtained using conditions known to isolate the properties 
of the color-receptive systems in a local area of the retina. 

METHOD 

The optical system is shown in Fig. 1. It consisted of two channels seen in Maxwellian view. One of 
these channels produced the background field and the other the test field. To form the background, the 
image of the filament of a tungsten source (S) was formed by Lt on an artificial pupil (AP). The background 
field was 12” in dia. The second channel produced a flickering test field, 2-O” dia., centered in the back- 

f-3 = 
A 
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FIG. 1. Diagrammatic representation of the apparatus. 
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ground. This field was formed by imaging the light from a Mazda DayLight fluorescent tube (FL) on the 
artificial pupil, The color and intensity of the background and test fields were varied by means of neutral 
density filters (NF) and Kodak Wratten filters (Ft, F2) placed in the two channels. The background was 
colored: (a) purple, using a Wratten no. 35 which transmits wavelengths shorter than 462 nm and longer 
than 645 nm; (b) blue-green, using a Wratten no. 44A. a filter with a dominant wavelensth of 492 nm and 
maximum t mnsmission at 480 nm; (c) yetiow, using a Wratten no. 21, which transmits wavelengths longer 
than 540 nm and has a dominant wavelength of 594 nm; (d) white, using Wratten color-correcting filters 
nos. 78B and 80B. The following filters were used in the test field: Wratten no. 47 (blue) which has a 
dominant wavelength of 470 nm and maximum transmission at 430 nm; Wratten no. 74 (green) which has 
a dominant wavelength of 539 nm and transmits maximally at 530 nm; Wratten no. 92 (red) which 
has a dominant wavelength of 648 nm and transmits wavelengths longer than 630 run. With each of the 
above fibers the test fteid produced a retina1 rumination of about 540 effective trolands. 

The intensity of the teat field was sinusoidally flickered by applying voltages of varying amplitude and 
freqw to a feedback circuit which controlled the current through the fluorescent tube. As reported by 
SPEIUING (1965), the light output was found to be a linear function of the tube current over a range 
exceeding 10 to 1 with no appreciable color change. Measuring the output of the tube with an RCA type 934 
vacuum photocell, it was found that the frequency response of the light control system was flat, Ll db, 
from 0 to 500 cps. 

The subjects, whose pupils had been dilated with 0-S per cent tropicamide ~yd~acyl), were fixed in the 
apparatus by means of a bite bar and viewed the target through a 4 mm artificial pupil (AP). A spectacle 
lens (L2) was used to bring the flickering field, which was 114 cm from the artificial pupil, into focus on the 
retina. The subjects, who had normal color vision, adjusted a ten-turn potentiometer controlling the 
modulation of the sinusoidal flicker until they were satisfied that the flicker could just be detected. 
To average out any possible effects of prior adaptation to flickering lights (ALPERN and SUGIYAMA, 1961) 
measurements were made, two settings at each frequency, starting at the towest frequency and systematically 
increasing the frequency of flicker and then systematically decreasing flicker frequency. All the data points 
are the averages of rne~urern~~ made in two such experimental runs and are therefore the averages of 
eight settings. 

Green Picker on a purple background 

RESULTS 

In particular, to isolate the green mechanism a Bickering green stimulus of limited 
extent was superimposed on a much larger bright purple background. The amount by 
which it is possible to reduce the temporal modulation for the red and blue receptors 
relative to the green receptors is determined by the pigments they contained. If one uses 
estimates of the spectral sensitivities of the red, green, and blue fovea1 pigments such as 
those of W&D (1964), it is clear that since the absorption spectra are broad and overlapping 
it is not possible to depress the modulation in both the red and blue cones without also 
reducing the modulation for the green cones. Nevertheless, one estimates that the effect 
can be made about a factor of 10 greater upon the red and blue than upon the green receptors. 

Figure 2 shows the results of measuring the modulation thresholds for sinusoidal green 
flicker on a purple background on two subjects. The amount by which the purple back- 
ground depresses the sensitivity of the green system depends on the relative intensities of 
test and background. The measurements indicated with tilled symbols were determined 
with the luminance of the purple background adjusted so that at peak modulation sensitivity 
the threshold modulation was about 10 per cent. This background produced a retinal 
illumination of 3.7 log trolands. Under these conditions one might expect that even 100 per 
cent modulated flicker would be below threshold for the red and blue systems. To estimate 
the extent by which the modulation sensitivity of the green mechanism is depressed by the 
purpIe background, me~ur~ents have been made at each temporal frequency with (tilled 
symbols) and without (open symbols) a neutral density titer before the flickering field. 
The details of the estimating procedure will be given later; for the moment it suffices to 
note that the modulation thresholds are changed by unbalancing the relative intensities of 
the test and background fields. 
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FIG. 2. Modulation thresholds for green flicker on a purple background. Measurements give 
the modulation of the test field at which flicker could just be detected when the test field is 
superimposed on a bright background of a complementary color. Results from two subjects, 
D.G.G. (circles) and M.M. (triangles) are shown. The points indicated with filled symbols 
were obtained with a test illuminance of 2.1 log effective trolands and the background 
illuminance adjusted to depress the peak of the de Lange characteristic to about 10 per cent 
modulation threshold. Open symbols show measurements obtained with the mean 

illuminance of the test field increased by a Factor of 45. 

The results of this experiment show that with green flicker/purple background the 
sinusoidal flicker characteristic is very much like that described for white flicker by 
DE LANGE (1958). That is, near one cps the characteristics are almost horizontal. Up to 
about 10 cps, the modulation required by the subject to see flicker decreases. For 
frequencies higher than this optimum frequency, the modulation sensitivity-the reciprocal 
of threshold modulation-rapidly decreases. 

Redflicker on a blue-green background 

In the next experiment, a red flickering stimulus and a blue-green background were 
used to isolate the red mechanism. The results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 3. 
As in Fig. 2, the background was adjusted in intensity so that the peak modulation 
sensitivity was about a factor of ten above 100 per cent modulated threshold (filled symbols). 
This blue-green background produced a retinal illumination of 3.2 log trolands. The open 
symbols are measurements obtained after the test was brightened by removing a neutral 
density filter. Unlike the results shown in Fig. 2, the frequency characteristics are different 
from that ordinarily obtained using achromatic ticker. For both subjects the characteristics 
are nearly horizontal from one cps up to about 8 cps. Above this frequency there is the 
usual rapid attenuation with increasing frequency. 

Blue flicker on a yellow background 

Figure 4 shows the results of measuring the modulation thresholds for a blue flickering 
test field superimposed on a bright yellow background. The yellow background produced 
a retinal illumination of 5.2 log trolands. This intensity is known, from earlier work on 
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Fro. 3. Modulation thresholds for red flicker on a blue-green background. Other details 
as for Fig. 2. 

the visual acuity of the blue mechanisms (GREEN, 1968), to isolate the blue system. The 
solid and open symbols are related to each other as in the previous figures. However, in 
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FIG. 4. Modulation thresholds for blue flicker on a yellow background. The yellow back- 
ground produced a retinal illuminance of 5.2 log trolands. At this illuminance the blue cone 

mechanisms are known to be isolated. All other details as for Fig. 2. 

contrast with the previous findings, brightening the test field has little or no effect on the 
measured modulation thresholds. This indicates that the yellow background is not 
depressing the sensitivity of the receptive system determining the modulation thresholds, 
thus confirming that the yellow background has isolated the blue mechanisms. Quite 
clearly, the blue system has a much lower modulation sensitivity than either the green or 
red systems. The available measurements of the high frequency fall-off in modulation 
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sensitivity define a curve similar in shape to that found with red flicker/blue-green back- 
ground or with green flicker/purple background. 

Modulation sensitivity 

The preceding results do not allow direct comparison of the response curves determined 
with different pairs of colors. Before this can be done there is the practical difficulty that 
the positions of the curves shown in Figs. 2 and 3 are necessarily arbitrary. The background 
illuminances were selected so as to place the lowermost sets of measurements (solid symbols) 
in a particular position along the modulation axis. A consistent method of assessing the 
relative sensitivities of the red, green, and blue mechanisms is needed. The problem is one 
of determining the modulation when the experimental conditions have been selected so 
that the flickering test target is detected by a single color mechanism. From equation (2) 
the modulation in a receptor having an absorption spectra p(X) is given by: 

or 
m* = m F ~(4) I WI d4)+E2 dti2)l. (3) 

~52 ~(~42) 
m* = m / (1 +p). (4) 

EI P(&) 

Clearly, if one uses monochromatic sources of known energy and if the absorption spectrum 
of the pigment in question is known, then the modulation of the stimulus at threshold can 
be determined by direct calculation. The above approach is not practicable since none of 
the relevant quantities are known with sufficient precision. Fortunately it is possible to 
take a purely experimental approach to determining the effective modulation (GREEN, 1968). 

The extent by which the background depressed the modulation of the test field was 
determined by increasing the energy in the test field by a known amount and measuring 
the resulting change in modulation sensitivity. In the cases in question, the energy in the 
test field was increased by a factor of 4.5 by removing a neutral density filter from in front 
of the test field. Brightening the test field decreases the threshold modulation from ml to 
m2. Because the background field is much brighter than the test field, the net change in 
luminance is small, and it seems reasonable to assume that the threshold for the composite 
target remains the same. It then follows from the above assumption that: 

m* =mll(l+7) =m2/(1+7/4*5) (3 

where 7 = Ezp(h2) / El p(hl). Solving the above equation for 7, the following relation- 
ship is obtained: 

7 = (ml /m2-1)/(1-ml/4*5m2). (6) 

Once 7 has been calculated, it is possible using equation (5) to express the measurements 
in terms of the effective modulation. First, however, it seemed reasonable to assess the 
correctness of equation (6) by using it to calculate the modulation when the test and back- 
ground were the same color. 

The measurements shown in Fig. 5 were obtained by superimposing a white test of the 
same photopic brightness as the colored test fields upon a white background. As in previous 
experiments, one set of measurements @led circles) was obtained after the intensity of the 
background had been adjusted so that the threshold was about 10 per cent at peak 
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FIG. 5. Modulation thresholds for white flicker on a white background. Measurements shown 
as filled circles give the modulation of the test field at which dicker could just be detected when 
the test field is su~~rnp~d on a bright white background. Open circIes show similar 
measurements obtained after the mean luminance of the test field was increased by a factor of 
4-5. The triangles give the effective modulation thresholds for the compIete target. The 
triangles are both sets of measurements shown as circles shifted along the log modulation axis. 
See the text for the details of the procedure used to determine the amount by which each set 

of points is shifted. 

modulation sensitivity. This white background produced a retinal illu~nance of 3-O log 
trolands. Removing a neutral density filter, the intensity of the test was increased by a 
factor of 4.5. A second set of measurements (open circles) was then obtained. From the 
two sets of measurements ml/mz, the ratio of thresholds with and without the filter before 
the test was calculated at each temporal frequency. The mean ratio obtained was 
3.15 50-W (S.E. of the mean). Using this figure in equation (6), 7 was calculated to be 
7.17 &O-83 (S.E. of the mean). A bipartite field was formed by carefully blocking off 
opposite halves of the test and background fields. The background and test fields could 
then be matched in both color and brightness by varying the position of a neutral density 
wedge placed before the background field. By direct visual comparison it was determined 
that the background had to be attenuated by a factor of 8.0 to match the test. This is in 
reasonable agreement with the value of? found by the estimating procedure. Using the 
calculated value of T in equation (5), the two sets of measurements have been shifted along 
the log modulation axis into their correct position (triangles) when expressed in terms of 
the modulation of the complete target composed of both test and background fields, 
A smooth curve has been drawn through the two sets of shifted measurements. 

Table 1 summari zes the results of applying the estimating procedure to the experiments 
using colored flicker on complemental backgrounds. The calculated means with their stan- 
dard errors are tabulated for both the quantities ml/m2 (the ratio of the thresholds with and 
without an attenuating filter) and 7 (the ratio of effective background and test intensities). 
By using the calculated values of 7 in equation (5), the measurements shown in Figs. 2, 3 
and 4 have been replotted (Fig. 6) on an effective modulation scale. 
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Subject M.M. 
ml/m2 
4 

Subject D.G.G. 
ml/m 
? 

Red 

3.09 10.06 
666 &O-61 

2.68 iO.08 
4.16 1@40 

Green 

2.87 +@08 
5.17 +o*so 

257 50.08 
3.65 50.35 

Blue 

I.24 10.04 
0.31 ho.08 

@95 +0+4 
-0.05 io.05 

DISCUSSION 

The blue cone mechanisms have been shown to differ from the other color-receptive 
systems in a number of properties. The blue mechanisms have a lower visual acuity (STILES, 
1949; BRINDLEY, 1954), higher Weber fractions (STILES, 1939), greater spatial summation 
(BRINDLEY, 1954), and lower contrast sensitivity for sine-wave gratings (GREES, 1968). 
Recently, BRINDLEY et al. (1965) have reported that the blue mechanisms have a lower 
critical flicker fusion frequency. 

The frequency at which 100 per cent modulated flicker is fused is a single point at the 
high frequency extreme of the de Lange characteristic. The results shown in Fig. 6 make it 
apparent that the major cause for the depressed flicker fusion frequency of the blue 
mechanism is its depressed modulation sensitivity. There are clear differences in the low 
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FIG. 6. (a) De Lange characteristics of the red, green and blue mechanisms (subject D.G.G.). 
Squares are the two sets of measurements determined with green flicker on a purple 
background repositioned using the procedure described in the text to give the effective 
modulation thresholds for the complete target made up of background and test fields. The 
points indicated by triangIes are the measurements obtained with red flicker on a blue-green 
background replotted in terms of the effective modulation. Likewise, the circles are the 
measurements for blue flicker on a yellow background replotted. (b) Similar results from a 

second subject (M.M.). 
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frequency region between the de Lange characteristic for the blue and those for the green. 
However, the high frequency portion of the blue de Lange characteristic is very similar in 
shape to those of the red and green mechanisms. Due to the depressed sensitivity of the 
blue mechanisms, only a limited part of the high frequency fall-off is available for 
comparison. The available measurements show no signs of the blue curve being shifted 
towards the low frequencies as would be expected if the processes mediating blue vision 
were for some reason relatively slow. This suggests that the depressed flicker fusion 
Srequency of the blue mechanisms may not be an independent property and may only 
reflect the well-known fact that the mechanisms have an elevated Weber fraction. 

Previous work on the properties of the red and green mechanisms have uncovered very 
few differences other than spectral sensitivity. However, as a result of these experiments 
it seems clear that the low frequency portions of the de Lange characteristics of the red 
and green mechanisms are quite different. Since we have no real insight into the causes for 
the low frequency fall in sensitivity, it is difficult to appreciate the significance of the 
red-green differences. The automatic gain-control model proposed by FUORTES and 
HODGKIN (1964) provides an attractive way of thinking about the peaked frequency 
responses of the visual system. The Fuortes-Hodgkin model is a filter with 10 identical 
stages, each of which is described by a first-order differential equation. The output of the 
filter is fed back to each stage and changes the parameters in the differential equation. 
As PINTER (1966) has’shown, this model can exhibit peaked frequency response charac- 
teristics similar to the kind shown in Figs. 2 and 5. A resonance in the flicker response 
characteristic occurs because, as the frequency increases, the negative feedback of the 
automatic gain-control turns into positive feedback due to the phase-shifts around the 
feedback loops. If the peaked frequency response characteristics determined psycho- 
physically are caused by an automatic gain-control (A.G.C.), then it is necessary to postulate 
differences in the A.G.C. organization for the red and green mechanisms. Du CROZ and 
RUSHTON (1966) have shown that there are separate and independent A.G.C. systems for 
each of the color mechanisms. With this kind of arrangement it seems possible for each 
A.G.C. to have its own frequency response characteristic. 

For the automatic gain-control system of Fuortes and Hodgkin, a threshold measure- 
ment is equivalent to measuring the small-signal temporal transfer function. Under 
small-signal conditions the Fuortes-Hodgkin model becomes a linear filter with negative, 
linear feedback from the output. In linear filters there are general relationships between 
the logarithmic-amplitude characteristics and the minimum-phase characteristics (BODE, 

1945). On the basis of this kind of consideration, one expects that the differences in the 
shapes of the attenuation characteristics for the red and green mechanisms would lead to 

differences in their phase characteristics. At low frequencies the output of the red system 
should lag behind the green. Conversely, for frequencies above the response peak the 
output of the red system should lead the green. WALRAVEN and LEE~EEK (1964) have 
measured the phase shift between sinusoidally modulated alternating colored stimuli. Their 
results show the expected phase relations between red and green stimuli, including the 
reversal in phase at approximately the resonance peak in the amplitude characteristics. 
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Abstract-The ticker characteristics of the color-receptive systems of the eye were investigated 
by measuring the modulation thresholds for sinusoidal flicker of one color superimposed on a 
background of a complimentary color. A procedure is outlined that allows the flicker 
characteristics determined using red, green and blue stimuli to be compared. The results 
obtained indicate that the red and green mechanisms have frequency response characteristics 
with about equal peak sensitivity but differing in shape at low and intermediate rates of 
flicker. The blue-sensitive mechanism has a reduced flicker fusion frequency which seems to 
be due largely to the depressed modulation sensitivity of the mechanism. 

R&m&-On ttudie les caracteristiques en papillotement des systbmes de reception de la 
couleur dans l’oeil en mesurant les seuils de modulation dun papillotement sinusoidal dune 
couleur superpost a un fond ce couleur compldmentaire. On expose une methode qui per-met 
la comparaison des caracteristiques du papillotement avec des stimuli rouge, vert et bleu. 
Les r6sultats indiquent que les mecanismes rouge et vert ont des caracteristiques de reponse 
a la frdquence qui ont a peu p&s la mZme sensibilite maximum mais une forme differente 
aux frequences de papillotement basses ou moyennes. Le mecanisme sensible au bleu possede 
une frequence critique de fusion rkduite, qui semble due surtout a la sensibilitt a la modulation 
plus faible pour ce mecanisme. 

Zusammenfassung-Es wurden die Flimmerkennzeichen des Farbempfangsystems des Auges 
durch eine Messung der Modulationsschwelle fur Sinusflimmerreize einer Farbe auf dem 
Hintergrund ihrer Komplementirfarbe untersucht. Es wird em Versuchsverahren beschrieben, 
welches es erlaubt die mit roten, grimen und blauen Reizen ermittelten Flirnmerkennzeichen 
zu vergleichen. Die Ergebnisse zeigen an, dass das rote und grtine System mit einer ungefahr 
gleichen Gipfelfrequenzemp8ndlichkeit antwortet, aber dass es bei niedrigen und mittleren 
Flimrnerfrequenzen Formunterschiede gibt. Das blau-empfindtiche System ist durch eine 
verringerte Fusionsfrequenz, die grdsstenteils von einer verminderten ModulationsempSnd- 
lichkeit verursacht wird, gekennzeichnet. 
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Pe3roMe - Oco6emocni peaKuuZl meToBocnpmmamue21 cmTeMb1 ma3a B OTB~T 
Ha MemKammP CB~T 6bm mXe]lOBaabr nyTeM mMepeHm noporoB ~oaynmmi 
MemKa& omoro meTa, ~3Memmmixc~ cmycommbao B mnaraemm Ha $108 
AOI.lOAHETCIIbHOl-0 IlBCTa. OUbITbI 6bm.i IIOcTaBJ7eEtbI TaK, ‘iT0 U03BOlUUCE CpaBHEBaTb 
xapamepacrmi peam~R Ha mnbKamn npH ACII~IW~B~HEE xpacHor0, 3eneHoro n 
CHHerO UBeTOBbU[ ‘XHMJ’JIOB. nOny=leIiEbIe lX3)VIbTaTbI llOKa3bIBaNT, ST0 KpaCHbti 
B senerati Mexammm mem xapa~epmmm peaxx~ Ha gacroTy c upe6~1mw- 
TeJlbHO PaBAbIM MaKCIiMj’MOM IryBcrBHTeJIbHOCTE, HO OTJIliYaIOI5ieCR II0 4OpMe q&i 
HH3KHx Ii CPeAliHx ‘IaCTOTaX. MexamM ¶yBCTBHTeJIbKbIft K CHHeMy HMCeT IlOHEKeH- 
Hyro KPKlWECKj’IO ¶aCTOTy CJIHSUiHII MeJIbKaHlih, KOTOpaR, lIOBliAX.MOMJ’, o6ycnormm 
BaeTcII, B 3Ha’iHTCJlbHOti CTel’IeHH, lIOHHXeHIiOfl SYBCTBUTeJIbHOCTbKI el-0 K BOCl’IjXiRTHto 
MO~i-iRlld. 


